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Abstract

This paper proposes a new blockchain architecture using a deterministic, scalable,
fast-finality consensus algorithm for secure decentralized messaging called Proof of Real-
time Transfer (PoRT). A decentralized network of nodes achieve consensus by prov-
ing that they have delivered authentic, untampered messages to the rightful consumers
quickly, while ensuring end-to-end privacy. While most existing blockchains cater pri-
marily to the usecase of peer-to-peer electronic cash transfer, PoRT focuses on secure
general-purpose message transit from producers to consumers. As a consequence, de-
centralized consensus is relatively extremely lightweight - not contingent on spend con-
straints, transaction order mandates or fees of financial transactions. PoRT is comprised
of atomic and deterministic operations that allow for tremendous gain in throughput and
scale. PoRT is also agnostic about the context, schema and contents of the message-
payload, allowing applications to define and implement purpose-built message-driven
business solutions across industries like DeFi, social media, instant messaging and gam-
ing. Our analysis indicates that the proposed consensus protocol can achieve throughputs
upto 976K messages per second on today’s commodity hardware.

1 Introduction

The heart of decentralization resides in the building of a trustless environment where decision
making is placed in the hands of distributed peer nodes as opposed to centralized authori-
ties. Through the adoption of decentralized identities [14], cryptographic digital signatures
[11], and distributed ledger technology, decentralized networks confer privacy and data se-
curity by design. Further, decentralized networks are highly fault tolerant, are immune to
singular points of failure and as a result are a lot more resilient to cybersecurity threats such
as DDoS attacks. The trade-offs though, lie in lowered transaction throughput that arises
from distributed consensus and the need for carefully identified self-governance protocols
self sustenance.
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In this paper, we are proposing a new consensus protocol called Proof of Real-time Trans-
fer (PoRT) that caters to general purpose transactions executed over a decentralized network
with high transaction throughput. A general purpose transaction is constituted by an exter-
nal entity (the Producer : human or Internet-of-Things device or gaming device) sending a
message to another external entity (the Consumer: human or any external solution) whereby,
the message shall constitute encrypted data of a form such as an entity’s state, a measure-
ment or a response. This decentralized network handles message delivery and storage while
remaining agnostic about the purpose or intent behind the message. Rather, the network
provides three guarantees of service in message handling namely, preserving data privacy,
authenticating message origin and preserving data integrity and finally stores the delivered
messages onto a Blockchain to serve future query and public verifiability. The upcoming
section discusses relevant prior art in this space.

2 Relevant Work

Today, the popular end-to-end encrypted private messaging applications adopt centralized
frameworks for efficiency, ease of maintenance and consistency, whereby a trusted central-
ized authority authenticates and delivers messages while providing for the secure and syn-
chronized functioning of all its network entities. If the centralized authority goes down or
adopts questionnable message handling protocols or gets compromised, service guarantees
towards data privacy, data security and non-censorship are rendered questionnable. On the
contrary, decentralized frameworks facilitate transactions in a trust-less environment through
distributed consensus protocols that democratize decision making and pave way for nodes to
agree on the state of transactions.

Table 1: Broad Categories of Consensus Protocols
Consensus Protocol How it works
Proof of Work Nodes expend resources solving a computational
(Bitcoin [10], Ethereum [2]) challenge and the winner gets to create a new block
Proof of Stake Nodes stake a certain amount of cryptocurrency to
(Cardano [4], Polkadot [16]) earn the chance to create new blocks
Pure Proof of Stake Leaders, selected using Verifiable random function,
(Algorand [7]) propose a new block and a set of voters validate it
Proof of History Leader embeds transactions onto a pre-image resistant
(Solana [17]) hash function that loops over itself and archives it
Proof of Capacity Nodes are incentivized to dedicate non-volatile
(Permacoin [9]) hardware (as against CPU) for mining new blocks

Today, most distributed consensus mechanisms are designed for validating financial trans-
actions for their authenticity, their order of occurrence (tackling the double spend problem
[3] and in obtaining finality. Finality pertains to guarantees provided by the network that the
completed transactions have been thoroughly vetted and irrevocably saved on blockchains.
Time-to-finality and Transactions-per-second (TPS) are key metrics that quantify the delay
in transaction approval and the throughput the protocol can support respectively. Taken
together, the metrics qualify the scalability of the consensus protocol. It is important to rec-
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ognize that improved scalability has typically been obtained at the cost of either security or
the degree of decentralization supported or both. Table 1 summarizes the broad categories
of different consensus mechanisms. The ability of such consensus mechanisms to withstand
Byzantine attacks (51% attack, denial of service, sybil attacks, cryptographic attacks) will
determine the domain (public or private) that they best serve.

An alternate paradigm of solutions exist for nodes in a decentralized network to reason
about the state of its untrusted peers in the name of Remote Attestation [1]. A node (called
the Verifier) can attest to the state of another node or device (called the Prover) through
hardware-based attestation (Trusted Platform Modules [15]) or software-based attestation or
hybrid approaches. While hardware based attestation leverages specialized hardware mod-
ules that enable secure storage, secure computation and dedicated processor architectures
(Intel SGX, ARM TrustZone), software based attestation assess the software state of its re-
mote peers through programs that assess the memory reads and writes. Such approaches are
bound to play a critical role in the evolution of Blockchain solutions.

A decentralized message exchange protocol is proposed in [5] whereby transactions be-
tween two users are executed on the Ethereum public blockchain by deploying smart con-
tracts that perform user authentication and message verification. A consensus protocol that
builds trust models on nodes and messages is proposed in [13] catering to communication
relay in vehicular ad-hoc networks. To the best of our knowledge, our Proof of Real-time
Transfer (PoRT) consensus is the first layer-1 protocol that is developed to facilitate the
execution of general purpose transactions (entity to entity communication) over public de-
centralized networks whereby the protocol focuses on the secure delivery of message and
fast finality renders order of transactions as a secondary concern. The protocol is built with
defense mechanisms to handle Byzantine attacks. In [12], a Proof of Delivery e-commerce
system that runs on Ethereum blockchain is proposed whereby proof for the physical deliv-
ery of items are derived using Ethereum smart contracts. The next section details our PoRT
consensus protocol.

3 A Decentralized Network for General Purpose Transactions

A decentralized network that facilitates general purpose transactions, serving the timely de-
livery of secure messages between a producer and a consumer, comprises a set of public
nodes that work in coordinated fashion through all the phases of message handling, from the
point of arrival until delivery and storage. The subsections below define the prerequisites of
the network for Proof of Real-time Delivery based consensus, beginning with decentralized
identity management and message handling protocols

3.1 Decentralized Identity Management

Every entity (producer, consumer, node) in the network, during onboarding, is conferred a
globally unique decentralized identifier URI (DID URI) (that follows the W3C DID specifi-
cation [14]) by the public DID Registry. The DID Document associated to an entity contains
verifiable claims and cryptographic keys allowing trustable interactions among entities. Each
entity’s public key (PbK) in its DID Document is used for verifying digital signatures and
non-repudiation. The DID Document of an entity plays a critical role in cryptographic au-
thentication, verification and integrity of interations among the entities, a core element in the
service guarantees offered by the network.
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3.2 Message Handling Protocol

3.2.1 The Message Structure and Message Creation

All messages transported from and to the network must conform to the proposed structure.
The message structure, as defined in Table 2 contains an encrypted payload (in the message
body) and metadata (in the message header) that are digitally signed by the sender. The

Table 2: The Message Structure
Message Header

Message ID A globally unique identifier (GUID)
From address DID URI of producer
To address DID URI of consumer
Nonce Number incremented by the producer for every new

message to prevent replay attacks
Timestamp Timestamp when the message was sent
Message Leaders DID URI of three network nodes (one primary leader and

two back-up leaders) selected to oversee message delivery
Producer Acks (0,1,2) ack=0 : Producer receives no acknowledgement (ack)

ack=1 : Producer receives ack after leader gets the message
ack=2 : Producer receives ack from leader after
a network majority get the message

Signature Digital signature of the Message Header and Body
Message Body

Enc_data Payload encrypted with consumer’s public key (PbKC)

network is responsible for verifying and securely transferring messages from producers to
appropriate consumers. Producers are responsible for creating the message that conforms to
the standard as specified above. The process of creating a message is as follows:

• Producer constructs the message header that comprises the standard key-value pairs
(as specified in Table 2)

• Producer constructs the message body by encrypting the plain-text message using the
consumer’s public key (PbKC)

• Producer digitally signs the contents of the header and the body using the producer’s
private key (PvKP)

Let Encrypt and Hash correspond to message encryption and message hashing (SHA512)
functions respectively. Let Sign correspond to the function invoked by the producer to digi-
tally sign the message. The steps illustrated in equations 1, 2, 3 are adopted in forming the
message. The header comprises {message ID, digital_sign from eqn. 3, from address, to
address, nonce, timestamp, leader URIs, producer acks} and the message body comprises
{Enc_data from eqn. 1 } as detailed in Table 2. Figure 1 gives an illustrative overview of
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Figure 1: Process adopted by producers in creating a conformant message

the message formation process.

Enc_data = Encrypt(data,PbKC) (1)
message_digest = Hash(Enc_data) (2)

digital_sign = Sign(message_digest,PvKP) (3)

3.2.2 Message Verification Function

The network guarantees that the authenticity, confidentiality and integrity of messages are
verified and delivered only to authorized consumers. The nodes in the network execute the
message verification function Fv (Algorithm 1) and use the results of this verification to reach
consensus on the right messages to deliver.

Algorithm 1 Verification Function Fv

function VERIFY_MESSAGE(msg)
if not validSource(msg.from) then

return false

if not validTarget(msg.to) then
return false

if not authorizedTarget(msg.to) then
return false

if not veri f ySignature(signature) then
return false

return true

As described in Algorithm 1, the service guarantees of the network pertain to verification
of message authenticity and the upkeep of message integrity and data privacy all through the
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life-cycle of the message in the network. The digital signature on the message authenticates
the source of the message. Hashing and public key cryptography techniques yield integrity
verification. Data encryption at the source guarantees data privacy. In specialized applica-
tions, network nodes additionally verify if the producer is authorized to communicate with
the consumer through the published DID documents of either entities at the DID registry.

3.2.3 Messages as Entropy Source

The proposed message structure implicitly introduces entropy in message creation. With data
fields such as timestamp, nonce, message ID being part of the proposed structure, messages
sent to the network by different producers provide sufficiently as stores of entropy that the
network can tap into to derive randomness in the system. The network dissuades duplicate
messages from being sent for delivery by levying penalties on the producers for such ac-
tions. The network checks for duplicate messages being sent to the network by periodically
comparing the hash of the message that was sent to the network matched that of an earlier
message. If such messages do arrive, the network flags the producer for Byzantine behavior
and applies strict penalties.

3.2.4 Message Arrival and Batch Creation

Figure 2: State representation of message pools and the original batches formed

Messages that are sent to the network for delivery reach the message pools maintained
by each of the network nodes in one of two ways: (i) The producer sends the message to all
the nodes of the network directly. (ii) The producer sends the message to the primary leader,
who in turn sends it to all the nodes of the network. Based on the producer_ack setting on
the message, the acknowledgement the producer receives in return, is determined.

• producer_ack = 0: Producer receives no acknowledgement
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• producer_ack = 1: Producer receives an acknowledgement from the leader after the
leader gets the message

• producer_ack = 2: Producer receives acknowledgement from leader after a network
majority get the message

Network topology and transmission latency can result in different messages making it to
the message pools of different nodes in varying order. Irrespective of the subtle order in
messages, the message pools across the network act as a powerful data structure that keeps
the network cognizant of incoming message traffic and the number of messages each node is
designated as the leader for, for them to create message batches subsequently for verification
and delivery. Further, even if nodes that were designated as the primary leader for messages
were to go down (or turn malicious), the distributed message pools enables the back-up
leaders (or other nodes) to assume responsibility for the delivery of the newly orphaned
messages.

Next, the nodes create batches of messages of a preset length x from among those that
they were designated as the primary leader for. Messages are batched on a first-in first-out
basis. The batched messages, referred to as the original batch B, are sent to all the nodes of
the network for verification and subsequent delivery. Figure 2 illustrates the state of the mes-
sage pools and the batches formed. Regardless of the process of network propagation, every
node in the network has a copy of all incoming messages in the network. This information
allows every node to monitor progress of all peer nodes. Each node is able to monitor in-
coming message rate, rate of batch creation and rate of block creation from this information.
This introduces verifiability in the network and also introduces the ability to qualify nodes on
the amount of good work done. Economic incentives can be built around this, the function
of which is outside the scope of this document. PoRT ensures that verifiability exists at each
stage and ensures that such economic models can be built on top of this.

4 Proof of Real-time Transfer (PoRT) based Consensus

Figure 3: Batch derivative creation process
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A node Nz, z ∈ [1 .. n], that is designated as the primary leader of a set of messages,
groups x messages onto a batch B = {m1,m2, ...,mx}. Nz dispatches B to other nodes of the
network for their collective assessment on the outcome of running message verification on
B. In the absence of malicious players, the outcome of running message verification on B is
expected to be identical from across the network. But malicious nodes may misrepresent the
outcome of verification or may skip running the verification function altogether by establish-
ing out of band communication with fellow Byzantine nodes to derive unfair computational
advantage. In order to pose resilience to such Byzantine attacks, every node is tasked with
verifying a batch derivative B′ which is obtained by inserting one or more non-conforming
messages called the control messages at random indices onto B. A control message is simi-
lar to a regular message in structure, but is designed to fail verification either due to source
authentication problems or due to message integrity issues. Let C = {c1,c2, ...cy} be the set
of y control messages. B′ = B⊕C is a batch derivative constructed upon inserting these y
control messages at random locations onto B, such that the original messages in B still ap-
pear in the same relative order after the insertion of the control messages. The operator ⊕
signifies control message ingestion. Figure 3 illustrates the creation of B′, given B and C.

4.1 Batch Derivative Propagation

Node Nz, upon dispatching B to all the nodes of the network, adopting verifiable random
functions (VRFs) [8] generates Rz, a random permutation of the node indices of the network
(not including its own index) which defines a preordained path (a binary tree or a ternary
tree) for batch derivatives created by each node to be propagated across the network. VRF
comprises of three functions, namely, a Key Generator function (KeyGen), an Evaluate func-
tion (Eval) and a Verify function (Verify). When onboarding onto the network, Nz generates
a secret key SK and a public key PK and saves the public key onto the DID registry. Using
the entropy in the message batch B as a source of randomness, Nz generates an unsigned P
bit random number r (where P is much larger than n) and a proof of randomness π using the
Eval function.

seed = hash(B) (4)
r,π = Eval(seed,SK) (5)

Next, performing n−1 bit shift operations on r followed by a mod n+1 operation, a
permutation of node indices in {1 .. n}−{z} is obtained using the approach detailed below:
let ri = (r >> i) mod n+1, where >> corresponds to the bit shift operator, i ∈ [1 .. n−1]
and let ri be appended to an array of node indices Rz (an empty array to start). Every time ri
happens to be 0 or a node index that exists in Rz, ri is updated to a node index that is closest
to it and one that does not belong to Rz. Thus through a O(N) operation, Rz = (r1,r2, ...rn−1)
is generated.

Next, a batch derivative propagation path reflecting a binary tree Tz is created from Rz
as follows: z→ (r1,r2), r1 → (r3,r4), r2 → (r5,r6), .... ri → (r2∗i+1,r2∗i+2), ...., r n−3

2
→

(rn−2,rn−1). Figure 4 illustrates batch derivative propagation on a sample Rz. Node Nz
sends Rz along with r and π to all the nodes in the network for the nodes to adhere to the
proposed propagation path for batch derivatives and for any node in the network to verify the
randomness in the generation of r (as shown in eqn. 6) and the accuracy of Rz by recreating
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Figure 4: Batch derivative propagation illustrated for the case of a perfect binary tree

the steps taken to come up the permutation of node indices.

Verify(r,π,hash(B),PK) =

{
1, r was randomly generated
0 randomness in generating r was not verifiable

(6)

4.2 Batch Derivative Generation and Verification

For each index i ∈ [1..n], let p(i) denote the index of the (unique) parent of Ni in Tz and
let s(i) denote the set of indices of the immediate successor nodes of Ni in Tz. The batch
derivative generation and verification process is intialized as follows:

• Initial dispatch of original batch: Nz sends the original batch B to all other nodes

• Initial batch derivative generation and propagation: For each node i ∈ s(z), Nz gen-
erates batch derivatives Bi

z by randomly inserting one control message each from
C = {c1, .....,cv} onto the original batch B, then sends each such Bi

z to Ni.
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The batch derivative generation and verification process continues as follows, for each node
N j, j ̸= z: A node N j, j ∈ [1 .. n] and j ̸= z is ordained to perform the following four tasks
for the network to arrive at a consensus on which messages from B ought to be delivered or
otherwise:

• Verification of original batch: N j runs batch verification function Fb (Algorithm 2) on
the original batch B (as received from Nz), then derives a hash on the set of messages
M that passed verification: hash(M).

• Verification of batch derivative: N j runs batch verification function Fb on the batch
derivative B j

p( j) (as received from N j’s parent, Np( j)), then derives a hash on the set of

messages M j
p( j) that passed verification: hash(M j

p( j)). Next, N j creates the set of the

messages that failed verification, ˜M j
p( j) and the set of indices of these messages ˜I j

p( j).

• Batch derivative generation and propagation: For each node i ∈ s( j), N j generates
batch derivatives Bi

j by randomly inserting one control message each from C = {c1, .....,cv}
onto the batch derivative B j

p( j) it had previously received from Np( j) and then sends
each such Bi

j to Ni.

• Result dissemination: N j checks if hash(M) = hash(M j
p( j)). If so, N j creates a result

summary as detailed in Table 3 and sends it to all nodes; if not, N j reports this fact to
all nodes.

Note that when N j is a leaf node, s( j) is empty and hence the third step above is vacuous.

Algorithm 2 Batch Verification Function Fb

function VERIFY_BATCH(batch)
batch_size← len(batch.messages) ▷ no. of messages in the batch
valid_messages← make( [ ]Message ) ▷ array of valid messages
invalid_indices← make( [ ]int ) ▷ array of invalid message indices
for i = 1 to batch_size do ▷ loop through messages in batch

is_msg_valid← VERIFY_MESSAGE(batch.messages[i])
if is_msg_valid then ▷ message is valid

valid_messages← append batch.messages[i]
else

invalid_indices← append i
return hash(valid_messages), invalid_indices

4.3 Leader-based Consensus on Verified Messages

The leader Nz gathers the result submitted by node N j, j ∈ [1..n], j ̸= z and deletes the

failed messages M̃ j
i that were identified at indices Ĩ j

i from the batch derivative B j
i . If the

hash of the newly obtained set of messages matches the hash of verified messages from the
original batch B, then Nz qualifies the verification work performed by N j as complete and
accepts the verification result submitted by N j. Once Nz reaches a majority consensus on
the verification results for the given batch B, it calls off the need for any further verification
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Table 3: The Result Structure of a Verification Node
Result Header

Signature Signed hash of [Result Body | Batch ID | From address]
Batch ID Hash(B): Hash of the original message
From address DID URI of Node N j

Result Body
Assigner DID URI of node Ni that assigned the batch derivative
Batch derivative B j

i : The batch derivative that was verified
Verification result Hash(M j

i ) : Hash of verified messages

Failed messages M̃ j
i : List of messages that failed verification in B j

i

Failed message indices Indices where messages failed verification

on batch derivatives formed atop the original batch B and proceeds to deliver the verified
messages to the respective consumers. Table 4 illustrates the result structure generated by
the leader.

If Nz goes down or becomes unresponsive for a present amount of time, the primary back
up leader for the batch steps in and assumes the role of Nz. The secondary backup leader for
the batch assumes the role if both Nz and the primary backup leader go down. Since nodes
send their respective verification results to all nodes of the network, Byzantine behavior
displayed by any of the leaders (such as accepting invalid verification results or calling off
verification before a majority consensus is reached) can be detected in retrospectively by the
means of random audits and necessary measures to curtail such behavior can be adopted.

Table 4: The Result Structure of the Leader
Result Header

Signature Signed hash of [Result Body | Batch ID | From address]
Batch ID Hash(B): Hash of the original message
From address DID URI of Node Nz

Result Body
Messages for Delivery Indices of messages from B that will be delivered

4.4 Chain of Blockchains

To enable maximum parallelism in the network, the network shall maintain a chain of
blockchains, the functional characteristics of which are discussed below.

• Each leader has their own chain and hence there are n concurrent chains in the network.

• The message batch comprising of the verified messages shall constitute the block.

• Only the leader can issue new blocks to be added to the chains maintained by network.
Once the leader does issue a new block, all nodes add the new block to their chain.
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Block Epoch time is 2 seconds across the network. After expiry of this interval, each leader
publishes all the new batches that it has added to its chain. Each batch is a new block. Hence
after the expiry of the epoch time, it is possible to have multiple blocks added to each chain.
This enables maximum parallelisation in the network and maximising the throughput. Once
the nodes receive the list of batches from the leader, they replicate their own blockchains
and send ack to the leader. Once the leader has received n/2+1 of the acks as confirmation
of block writes from the network, the batches and hence the messages in the batches have
reached finality. The individual nodes then delete the corresponding messages from its pool
of messages as these messages have moved to the block and reached consensus and finality.

4.5 Attack Vectors addressed by the Consensus Protocol

PoRT is 49% Byzantine fault tolerant [6]. This is due to the proven message entropy, incom-
ing message state replication, deterministic message verification function, verifiable random
functions based message BD network distribution, BD proof submission and leader based
block creation. One important aspect for deterring attack vectors is to tie economic models
for rewards for good work and penalties for bad work. PoRT ensures verifiability at each
stage and in a fast deterministic fashion. In other words, any Byzantine activity would have
an immediate impact on the network output and it can be verified immediately. It is outside
the scope of PoRT to determine what the quanta of the rewards or the punishments can or
should be. We believe that should be governed by the DAO. PoRT ensures that parameters
of verifiability are immediate and available for the network to decide. We have ensured that
the following attack vectors have been accounted for

• Cybersecurity threats: Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks

• Producer attacks: Sending duplicate messages into the network; Creating messages
that fail structural compliance

• Byzantine node attacks: Inserting wrong messages, skipping messages, shuffling mes-
sages in a batch, manipulating messaging, inserting a regular message in the place of a
control message, establishing out of band communication with the peers, sending out
batch derivatives to nodes not identified in the preordained path for batch derivative
propagation.

• Byzantine leader attack: Failure to count results accurately, delaying consensus lack-
ing valid reasons for the same.

Appendix A provides a detailed account of the defense mechanisms that are built into PoRT
consensus in handling the aforementioned attack vectors.

5 Benchmarking

This section provides a quick analysis on theoretical limits on network, compute and memory
utilization of the proposed consensus protocol. We performed tests on AWS instances that
were spread across the United States, Europe and Asia to evaluate network throughput and
compute and memory utilization on today’s commodity platforms. The consensus’ primary
objective is to ensure high scalability using commodity hardware and lowered costs for our
customers and reducing entry barriers for participating nodes.
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Figure 5: Size of header fields in a typical message

5.1 Network throughput

Messages sent to the network shall adopt JSON format. Figure 5 illustrates the size of
message with breakups provided for the header fields. While the header size shall remain
fixed at 298 bytes (215 bytes for the header fields and 83 bytes for JSON overhead), the
size of the encrypted message body can vary from one domain to another. Assuming that
the message body measures to a few hundred bytes in size, the message as a whole shall
measure ∼0.5 KB and a batch comprising of 1000 such messages shall be around ∼0.5
MB. Upon compressing each batch of 1000 messages using gzip (version 353.100.22), we
identified the median size of compressed batches to be ∼132 KB. Transporting such batches
over a dedicated 1 Gbps line sets the theorectical throughput limit at ∼976K messages per
second, assuming a 4% network loss. Below is a summary of our observations from the
AWS experiments on network throughput.

• AWS experiment #1 (US East to EU West): Between two AWS Instances (t2.micro)
one in EU-West and another in US-East, on different VPCs, using concurrent streams
on a single threaded single-CPU, we observed the data transfer rate to be ∼774 Mbps.

• AWS experiment #2 (US East to US West): Between two AWS Instances (t2.micro) one
in US-East and another in US-West, under the exact same setting as the above experi-
ment, we observed the data transfer rate to be ∼843 Mbps.

On an average we observed network throughput to be 0.8 Gbps on the AWS Network, which
brought our theoretical throughput limit to ∼794K messages per sec. on the above network.
However, upon leveraging parallel streaming frameworks such as gRPC (HTTP 2.0), we can
achieve more economies of scale on network throughput. We have reserved this exercise for
the future.

5.2 Compute and Memory Performance

Our consensus protocol comprises highly parallelizable atomic operations that can remain
agnostic of any external I/O dependency. Consequently, verifying a batch of messages can
be subdivided into atomic tasks such as batch derivative (BD) generation, BD verification,
BD propagation using VRF and consensus gathering. Figure 6 illustrates compute utilization
and message throughput of BD verification on AWS EC2 instances with 1 CPU core, 4 CPU
cores, 8 CPU cores and 32 CPU cores. In the near future, we will perform a similar analysis
leveraging commodity GPUs with thousands of low powered processing cores, which will
result in highly improved compute and message throughputs.

The experiments above indicated that memory (RAM) footprint for BD verification was
nearly constant at 2 MB per batch (1000 messages). In the event of nodes having to process
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Figure 6: Benchmarking performance on CPU cores in AWS EC2 Instances

1 million messages concurrently, the expected memory footprint for BD verification is well
within today’s commodity specifications.

6 Discussions and Conclusions

Proof of Real-time Transfer provides a paradigm shift in the kind of applications that are
built for decentralized platforms with its service guarantees towards timely delivery of se-
cure messages. The platform remains fully agnostic of message context and treats all the
messages that were sent for delivery with equal signifiance and functions as a truly gasless
decentralized system. With requirements towards order of message at delivery largely re-
maining domain specific, the platform lets applications that are built on top of it decide on
such a service gaurantee.

With reasonable message order guarantees, the platform can serve content creation, so-
cial applications, enterprise communications, gaming and metaverse applications. There are
many applications where message order at delivery is insignificant, but how quickly and
with what level of security guarantees the messages were delivered with. For instance, if
one or more fire alarm systems needed to send notifications about the onset of fire to their re-
spective response systems, the timely delivery of source authenticated messages, the integrity
and privacy of which was preserved end-to-end, takes higher precedence than message order.
Further, notifications generated by one alarm system cannot and should not take precedence
over the same generated by another.

With PoRT we are the cusp of witnessing never before seen use cases and solutions in
the decentralized world.
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7 Appendix A

This section discusses the defense mechanisms that are built into the Proof of Real-time
Transfer consensus protocol that provide resilience against Byzantine attack vectors of dif-
ferent kinds. Further, the network (or system) precursors that influenced the design choices
behind the proposed protocol are also detailed. An overview of the operational settings of
the decentralized network that shall run the PoRT consensus is provided below.

• Every node in the decentralized network has staked a minimum number of tokens for
its participation. Further, every node has to meet the minimum specifications identified
to participate.

• Every node shall have access to the public keys of every other node, the registered
producers and consumers.

• Nodes can communicate with one another directly through port-to-port communica-
tion. Nodes can adopt gossip protocol for network-wide communication.

• The network adopts partial synchrony model whereby delays in message delivery shall
have an upper bound beyond a time slot called the global stabilization time.

• Producers are cognizant of the standard message format identified for the network.
Messages generated by producers are unique (being comprised of real world data) and
serve well as sources of entropy. Consumers of messages are non-Byzantine.

• Messages sent by producers shall make their way to the respective message pools
maintained by each node. The order of messages in such message pools shall vary as
a result of latency in message propagation.

• Every node, producer and consumer shall be able to avail Network Discovery Service
(NDS) APIs that return the state of the message pool across the network. The NDS
APIs divulge details about the message pool lengths across the network, average wait
times for messages to be dispatched in batches, leadership designations of each node
and operational status of each node.

Next, the decentralized network adopts an incentive model that rewards honest behavior
of nodes in message handling, verfication and the timely delivery. Leaders are rewarded
for the timely delivery of verified messages. Non-leader nodes whose verification of batch
derivatives led to the leader gathering majority consensus are rewarded. Finally, nodes that
flagged Byzantine behavior exhibited by one or more modes draw incentives for their role in
the upkeep of the network.

7.1 Byzantine attacks across different stages of message handling

There are four stages of message handling when different players in the network can execute
a byzantine attack:

• Message arrival stage:

– The producer may execute the replay attack by sending duplicate messages to
the network for their delivery. If left unattended to, replay attacks can stress the
network with spurious messages (spam) and can undermine the entropy source
that incoming messages are relied upon by the network.
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– The producer may execute the non-conformity attack by repeatedly sending mes-
sages that do not conform to the proposed message structure or that fail message
verification. Such an attack can result in network nodes spending unnecessary
clock-cycles in running verification on frivolous messages.

– The producer could fail to designate the right ACK setting on the message and
act in a manner that defeats the purpose of the said ACK setting. We call this
attack as the ACK attack. For instance, producer can set ACK to 0 for a message
and may choose to send the message to a subset of the nodes as against the entire
network. Alternately, the producer can set ACK to 1 for a message and wholly
or partially duplicate the ensuing effort of the primary leader of the message in
sending the message to all nodes of the network.

Solution: Replay attacks can be thwarted by nodes running a hash-collison test on
every incoming message by comparing their hash with that of messages in the message
pool. Non-conformity attacks can be kept under check by the network keeping track
of the proportion of messages that are sent by a producer that fail verification. ACK
attacks can be detected by nodes upon availing the NDS APIs.

• Batch formation and dispatch stage:

– The primary leader could employ the censorship attack by either witholding mes-
sages sent by certain producers (never creating a batch that comprised of the
messages) or by delaying their verification by not including them in the message
batch in a first-in-first-out basis.

– The primary leader is expected to dispatch identical batch of messages to all other
nodes for verification. A Byzantine leader may want to delay majority consensus
by sending non-identical message batches (by shuffling messages in a batch, by
adding or removing certain messages from certain batches). We call this kind of
attack as the non-identical batch attack.

– The primary leader can employ the incomplete batch propagation attack whereby
not all the nodes were sent the original batch, keeping them in oblivion.

– A node could employ the non-conforming leader attack by creating message
batches that comprised of one or more messages that the node was not designated
to serve as the primary leaders. Secondly, a node identified by as a back-up
leaders could fail stepping in as the primary leader, when the primary leader
went down. Thirdly, the same node could assume the role of the primary leader
when the original primary leader was alive.

Solution: Network Discovery Service APIs can be availed to pinpoint instances of
censorship attacks and non-conforming leader attacks. Nodes get complete visibility
of each other’s message pools and hence detect instances when messages are withheld
or delayed from being sent in a batch and further detect instances when nodes are over-
stepping their boundaries by assuming leadership roles when such designations did not
exist. Non-identical batch attacks can be easily detected by nodes by comparing the
hash of their message batch with that the primary leader sent to other peer nodes.

• Batch verification and result aggregation stage: Leader nodes are incentivized to de-
liver verified messages in a timely manner. Non-leader nodes are incentivized to con-
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tribute to the majority consensus (the first N/2+1 verification results that were in agree-
ment). Below are the different attack vectors that can go unchecked in the absence of
the VRF based batch propagation tree that PoRT consensus adopts.

– The primary leader could opt to send the original batch and the batch derivatives
to nodes that are co-located with the leader (within the same local network or
one in the same geo-location). Such acts will introduce bias in incentives dished
out to non-leader nodes. Honest nodes that are outside of the leader-node’s ge-
olocation are discentivized in playing a role in network upkeep.

– The primary leader could prioritize dispatching the original batch and the batch
derivatives to its fellow Byzantine nodes first, in the interest of getting them more
of the incentives for message verification than the honest nodes.

– The primary leader may choose to provide the solution key for the batch deriva-
tives created to its fellow Byzantine nodes, in order to save them some computa-
tional cycles.

– The primary leader may include fewer control messages on those batch deriva-
tives intended for its fellow Byzantine nodes and more control messages on those
intended for the honest nodes. Such an attack will give the fellow Byzantine
nodes undue computational advantage over the honest nodes.

– The non-leader nodes may establish out-of-band communication with fellow
Byzantine nodes in identifying the messages that passed or failed verification,
again attempting to gain a computational advantage over the honest nodes. Such
an attack is called the freeloader attack

Solution: Firstly, by adopting the publicly verifiable VRF based batch deriviative
propagation tree, PoRT consensus takes the decision out of the hands of the leader and
the non-leaders in deciding who gets the batch derivatives and in what sequence for
performing message verification, thereby ruling out bias in node selection for gath-
ering majority consensus. Secondly, with each node inserting a control message (the
non-conforming message) at a random location onto the batch derivative that they re-
ceived, Byzantine nodes establishing out-of-band communication to get to the solution
key faster shall yield no benefits whatsoever. Nodes will need to run verification on all
the messages independent off any help from fellow Byzantines. Finally, the problem
complexity in hand increases in the same fashion for all nodes that are at the same level
in the propagation tree, thereby doing away with bias in getting assigned a tougher or
easier batch derivative to process.

Below are the different attack vectors that could persist even in the presence of the
VRF based batch propagation.

– The leader and / or the non-leaders may simply not follow the binary tree de-
rived for batch propagation. They may still send the batch derivatives to fellow
Byzantines.

– The nodes that are higher up in the tree hiearchy could be prone to DDoS attacks
from Byzantine nodes as they play a crucial role in batch derivative propagation
to the rest of the network.

– A non-leader node may spuriously cite network outage or internal failure in not
propagating batch derivatives to the nodes it was designated to send the batch
derivatives to.
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Solution: The batch derivative propagation tree unequivocally declares who is the
parent node and who are the children nodes for a non-leader node. Hence, if any
node receives batch derivatives from a node that was not designated as its parent in the
propagation tree, then the node can alert the network on potential Byzantine behavior.
If at any point of time a node goes down due to internal failure or DDoS attacks or
network outage, the parent of the said node steps in and propagates batch derivatives
to the children nodes of the node that just went down.

Below are the attack vectors that could appear at the stage of gathering majority con-
sensus (result aggregation):

– The leader may discard correct results submitted by honest nodes with the inten-
tion of favoring that which will be submitted subsequently by its fellow Byzan-
tines.

– The non-leader node may choose to not publish its verification results back to
the leader.

– The non-leader node may publish doctored results to the leader, but the correct
results to the rest of the network

Solution: Barring instances when a non-leader node is unreachable (node being down),
every non-leader node shall publish its verification results to all the nodes of the net-
work. The transparency introduced at result dissemination shall act as a natural deter-
rent for the leader to discard correct results submitted by the honest nodes. Further, the
leader shall follow the same order at which the nodes received the batch derivatives,
in gathering majority consensus. If a non-leader node failed to publish its verification
results to the leader, then the results from the next subsequent nodes are taken into
account in gathering majority consensus.

• Message delivery stage: The attack vectors in this final stage can stem from the fol-
lowing:

– The leader is not delivering the messages or delaying the delivery of messages
inspite of having received majority consensus.

– The leader delivered the messages before formally obtaining majority consensus

– The leader and / or the non-leader are not clearing the messages that were stored
in the blockchain from their respective message pools

Solution: The leader shall publish the results that were taken into account for arriving
at majority consensus, before delivering verified messages. This step shall act as a
deterrent to the first two attack vectors listed above. For the final attack vector listed
above, Network Discovery Service APIs will again come handy in determining which
nodes have a completely updated message pool and which other nodes do not.
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